Made-to-order FlashCove now available through your Altro sales representative!

Design with **freedom**. Install with **confidence**. Maintain with **ease**.

Turn the weakest part of your floor into the strongest.

Any cap strip

Bonded aluminum

Altro sheet flooring

Altro

FlashCove

discover altro.com
When hygiene matters, FlashCove is the only cove base guaranteed to perform.

FlashCove prefabricated bases arrive on site with a bonded aluminum reinforcing backer that strengthens the weakest part of the base. Where site-formed bases are prone to punctures during maintenance and use, thus compromising hygiene, FlashCove bases are guaranteed to stay puncture-proof for life.

Great design flexibility without compromising on performance.

FlashCove can be made using any type, color or pattern of Altro sheet flooring to match or contrast with your primary flooring material. It can also be used with any type of resilient or metal cap strip including stainless steel cap strips (as pictured in diagram).

Any cap strip
Stainless steel cap strip shown

Any Altro sheet vinyl flooring
Safety flooring, slip-resistant flooring or smooth sheet vinyl flooring

Bonded puncture-proof aluminum reinforcement

Cove height (wall)
4” min. - 12” max.
(100 mm min. - 300 mm max)

Picture frame width (floor)
3” min. - 12” max.
(75 mm min. - 300 mm max)
Strong, heat-welded seaming

Perfect for new installations, retrofits and repairs.

Turn the weakest part of your floor into the **strongest**.

Fastest, tightest installation for unmatchable fit and finish.

The tighter radius of a FlashCove prefabricated base allows for no gaps at standard door frames and corners. Just cut and install – no messing around trying to fill the unhygienic gaps that may occur with site-formed bases.

Easiest maintenance for greatest hygiene

The tighter radius also allows cleaning equipment to get closer to the wall and clean more thoroughly without risk of damaging or puncturing the base.

The only puncture-proof base with a lifetime warranty

FlashCove prefabricated bases are guaranteed to be immune to the failures that plague site-formed bases – movement of equipment, maintenance machines and point loads, such as chairs.

FlashCove delivers the greatest hygiene and lowest lifecycle cost.
How to order your custom made FlashCove

1. Pick your Altro flooring to be used on FlashCove. Will this be the same as what is installed on the floor or will it be different? This is often called a picture frame cove when another color is selected for the cove.

2. Determine the height of the cove up the wall. Measure from the floor and wall intersection up. (4" - 12" maximum)

3. Determine how far the flooring selected for the FlashCove will extend past the floor and wall intersection. Measure from the floor and wall intersection across the floor. (3" - 12" maximum)

4. How will you finish the flooring along the wall?
   - C7 CAP STRIP: BLACK, GRAY, WHITE
   - C8 CAPTILE STRIP: WHITE FOR USE WITH TILED WALLS
   - C4 CAP STRIP: WHITE FOR USE WITH WALL CLADDING
   - STAINLESS STEEL CAP STRIP
   - ALTRO WHITEROCK TO OVERLAP FLOORING

5. Determine the remainder of your floor, wall and accessory needs. Don’t forget the adhesives, weldrods and mastics!

6. Call your Altro sales representative or our Customer Care Center at 800.377.5597 with any questions or to place your order.

When hygiene matters, specify the only base guaranteed to perform. Specify FlashCove prefabricated bases.

Download specifications, details and install guide at flashcove.com. For sales and technical support and information on our lifetime warranty call 800.377.5597